
 

 
 

 

KATE SPADE NEW YORK FALL/WINTER 2017 EYEWEAR COLLECTION 
 

for fall/winter 2017, kate spade new york travels to 1920’s Paris, drawing inspiration from the city’s mashup 

of people, ideas and cultural influences from far and wide.  this magical place inspired a color palette of 

liberating hues such as dusky roses, tones of cream and camel, and, of course, black with leopard as an 

unexpected pop of print. 

adelais/s 

this romantic yet sophisticated, round metal sunglass with 

decorative acetate temples, features the signature metal 

spade logo on the left wearing temple and nose pads to 

insure a perfect fit. available in brown havana/silver mirror 

shaded on blue lenses, black havana/gray shaded lenses, pink 

havana/rose gold multilayer lens, violet havana/brown 

shaded silver mirrored lenses. 

 

jalena/s 

a modern square shape with a feminine cat-eye disposition, 

this frame is offered with a bold front and temples in 

acetate. available in pattern black/gray shaded, 

burgundy/brown shaded pink, black havana/gray shaded, 

yellow/brown shaded. 
 

 

 

kahli/s 
 

this square shaped acetate frame feels fresh and new in this 

two-tone coloration (solid colors also available), 

complimented by the signature metal spade logo on the left 

wearing temple framed by linear metal embellishments for 

added interest.  offered in havana burgundy/brown shaded 

lens, black havana/brown shaded lens, gray havana 

black/gray shaded lens, havana beige/brown shaded silver 

mirror lens. 
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drystle/s 
 

this playful square shaped acetate sunglass, with a 

decorative metal rim, is accented by delicate enamel poppy 

flowers which serve as a whimsical detail.  available in 

black/gray shaded lens and burgundy/brown shaded pink 

lens. 

 

 

 

charissa 

  

a classic round shaped frame in acetate is complimented by a 

key hole bridge and a two-tone gradient coloration for added 

interest (solid colors also available). offered in a spirited color 

range including havana beige, blue havana, gray havana black 

and black havana. 

 

 

Aisha 2      

 

a soft cat eye shape with a bold front and temples in acetate 

provides for a dramatic look in black with a playful leopard 

print temple interior and dark havana cherry with a cherry 

interior.  The signature metal spade logo appears on the left 

wearing temple as a stylish accent. 

 

 

 

 

About Safilo Group:  
The KATE SPADE NEW YORK collection of sunglasses and optical frames is produced and distributed by Safilo Group, the fully integrated 

Italian eyewear creator and worldwide distributor, whose heritage in eyewear product creation and manufacturing dates back to 1878: a story of 
innovation and cutting-edge capabilities, the result of time, effort, skill, and dedication.  

To pass on the company’s precious heritage to future generations, while modernising it for future sustainability, Safilo has established the “Eyewear 

Product School”, assuming its important responsibility in the industry. Product design, development, and manufacturing capabilities are at the heart of 

the “Safilo Eyewear Product School”, coupled with passion, craftsmanship and innovation. The “Safilo Eyewear Product School” consists of a three-

year apprenticeship combining theory and practice, for up to ten apprentices every year. It aspires to form a new generation of Eyewear Product 

Directors who will carry forward the passion and savoir-faire of the more than centenary tradition of highest quality Eyewear.  

 

Visit www.mysafilo.com  to view additional styles or contact your local Safilo sales rep to view the 

collection.  Safilo USA Customer Service:  1-800-631-1188       
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